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Abstract
In this paper we extend previous work on the relation between the complex structure moduli
of the underlying Calabi-Yau manifold in five dimensional supergravity with the time evolution
of an embedded 3-brane. We numerically solve the fields’ equations for such a construction and
focus on dust and radiation filled branes; with the possible application of modeling the universe
as a brane-world. It is shown that in both cases the time evolution of the moduli causally
connects to the expansion of the brane-world. We also find that in most cases considered there
is an early short period of rapid accelerative expansion, indicating an inflationary epoch. We
report on these results; leaving analysis of the underlying causes for future work.
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I Introduction
One of the ultimate goals of the current string theory program, which includes supergravity, is to
explore and understand the geometry and topology of the underlying submanifold; which is most
likely of the Calabi-Yau type (See, for example, [1], [2], or [3]). A seemingly unrelated program
involves modeling the universe as a 3-brane embedded in a higher dimensional bulk space, initially
proposed by [4] but since further developed by many authors such as [5], [6], and [7]. The two
problems may however be closely related, as it seems reasonable to assume that our universe’s
cosmology is a byproduct of the structure of the submanifold, hence understanding one may lead
to the other. In a previous work by one of us [8], the embedding of a vacuous BPS 3-brane in five
dimensional ungauged N = 2 supergravity theory was studied, and a direct relation between the
Calabi-Yau’s complex structure moduli with the Robertson-Walker scale factor a (t) of the brane
was found. The solution therein was not constrained enough however, and specific forms for a (t)
had to be assumed. It was found though that an expanding brane-world necessarily implied the
decay of initially large moduli. In the current work1, we modify the embedded brane to include
either dust or radiation. We find that this leads to a full solution of the scale factor as well as the
norm of the moduli velocities without having to make any assumptions. Furthermore, and perhaps
more astonishingly, we find that an early short period of rapid inflation can exist; implying that
the moduli fields may be an inflationary agent acting from the bulk, as opposed to an inflaton field
inside the brane itself, which we do not assume. The analysis is done numerically on the computer,
and six different initial conditions are imposed. Three of which are in initial singularity form, and
the remaining three are given for further clarification. It is perhaps important to note that in this
work we are only reporting on these findings, no explanation of the underlying physical reason
of these behaviors is given. For this, analytical work is warranted and we leave that for future
research. The approach taken here is new, however some related work exist in the literature, for
example see [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], and [19].
II Modeling a brane-world in D = 5 N = 2 supergravity
The dimensional reduction of eleven dimensional supergravity theory over a Calabi-Yau 3-fold M
yields an N = 2 supergravity theory in D = 5 with two sets of matter fields; the first are the
1This paper is based on research performed by the third author as part of her PhD dissertation, under the
supervision of the first two authors.
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so-called vector multiplets, which trivially decouple and thus we can set them to vanish, while the
second, our main focus, is a set of scalar fields and their supersymmetric partners all together known
as the hypermultiplets. These are partially composed of the universal hypermultiplet
(
φ, σ, ζ0, ζ˜0
)
;
where φ is known as the universal axion, and the dilaton σ is proportional to the volume of M.
The remaining hypermultiplets are
(
zi, z i¯, ζi, ζ˜i : i = 1, . . . , h2,1
)
, where the z’s are identified with
the complex structure moduli of M, and h2,1 is the Hodge number determining the dimensions
of the manifold MC of the Calabi-Yau’s complex structure moduli (A ‘bar’ over an index denotes
complex conjugation). Finally, the fields
(
ζI , ζ˜I : I = 0, . . . , h2,1
)
are generally known as the axions.
They arise from the eleven dimensional Chern-Simons term and exhibit a symplectic vector space
structure that can be fully exploited in the calculations. This has been studied in many sources
(see [20] for a review and bibliography). The axions can be defined as components of the symplectic
vector
|Ξ〉 =
 ζI
−ζ˜I
 , (1)
such that the symplectic scalar product is defined by, for example,
〈Ξ | dΞ〉 = ζIdζ˜I − ζ˜IdζI , (2)
where d is the spacetime exterior derivative. A transformation in symplectic space can be defined
by the matrix element
〈∂µΞ|Λ |∂µΞ〉 ? 1 = 〈dΞ|Λ∧ |?dΞ〉
= 2 〈dΞ | V 〉 ∧
〈
V¯
∣∣ ?dΞ〉+ 2Gij¯ 〈dΞ ∣∣ Uj¯〉 ∧ 〈Ui | ?dΞ〉 − i 〈dΞ |∧ ?dΞ〉 , (3)
where ? is the D = 5 Hodge duality operator, and Gij¯ is a special Ka¨hler metric on MC . The
symplectic basis vectors |V 〉, |Ui〉 and their complex conjugates are defined by
|V 〉 = eK2
 ZI
FI
 , ∣∣V¯ 〉 = eK2
 Z¯I
F¯I
 (4)
where K is the Ka¨hler potential on MC , (Z,F ) are the periods of the Calabi-Yau’s holomorphic
volume form, and
3
|Ui〉 = |∇iV 〉 =
∣∣∣∣[∂i + 12 (∂iK)
]
V
〉
|Ui¯〉 =
∣∣∇i¯V¯ 〉 = ∣∣∣∣[∂i¯ + 12 (∂i¯K)
]
V¯
〉
(5)
where the derivatives are with respect to the moduli
(
zi, z i¯
)
. Useful identities and expressions can
be derived and used in analysis; these are detailed out in [20]. In this language, the bosonic part
of the action is given by:
S5 =
∫
5
[
R ? 1− 1
2
dσ ∧ ?dσ −Gij¯dzi ∧ ?dzj¯ + eσ 〈dΞ|Λ∧ |?dΞ〉
−1
2
e2σ [dφ+ 〈Ξ | dΞ〉] ∧ ? [dφ+ 〈Ξ | dΞ〉]
]
. (6)
The variation of the action yields the following field equations for σ,
(
zi, z i¯
)
, |Ξ〉 and φ respec-
tively:
(∆σ) ? 1 + eσ 〈dΞ|Λ∧ |?dΞ〉 − e
2σ [dφ+ 〈Ξ | dΞ〉] ∧ ? [dφ+ 〈Ξ | dΞ〉] = 0 (7)(
∆zi
)
? 1 + Γijkdz
j ∧ ?dzk + 1
2
eσGij¯∂j¯ 〈dΞ|Λ∧ |?dΞ〉 = 0(
∆z i¯
)
? 1 + Γi¯j¯k¯dz
j¯ ∧ ?dzk¯ + 1
2
eσGi¯j∂j 〈dΞ|Λ∧ |?dΞ〉 = 0 (8)
d†
{
eσ |ΛdΞ〉 − e2σ [dφ+ 〈Ξ | dΞ〉] |Ξ〉} = 0 (9)
d†
[
e2σdφ+ e2σ 〈Ξ | dΞ〉] = 0 (10)
where d† is the D = 5 adjoint exterior derivative, ∆ is the Laplace-de Rahm operator and Γijk is a
connection on MC . The full action is symmetric under the following SUSY transformations:
δψ
1 = D1 +
1
4
{ieσ [dφ+ 〈Ξ | dΞ〉]− Y } 1 − eσ2
〈
V¯
∣∣ dΞ〉 2
δψ
2 = D2 − 1
4
{ieσ [dφ+ 〈Ξ | dΞ〉]− Y } 2 + eσ2 〈V | dΞ〉 1, (11)
δξ
0
1 = e
σ
2 〈V | ∂µΞ〉Γµ1 −
{
1
2
(∂µσ)− i
2
eσ [(∂µφ) + 〈Ξ | ∂µΞ〉]
}
Γµ2
δξ
0
2 = e
σ
2
〈
V¯
∣∣ ∂µΞ〉Γµ2 +{1
2
(∂µσ) +
i
2
eσ [(∂µφ) + 〈Ξ | ∂µΞ〉]
}
Γµ1, (12)
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and
δξ
iˆ
1 = e
σ
2 eiˆj 〈Uj | ∂µΞ〉Γµ1 − eiˆ j¯
(
∂µz
j¯
)
Γµ2
δξ
iˆ
2 = e
σ
2 eiˆj¯
〈
Uj¯
∣∣ ∂µΞ〉Γµ2 + eiˆ j (∂µzj)Γµ1, (13)
where
(
ψ1, ψ2
)
are the two gravitini and
(
ξI1 , ξ
I
2
)
are the hyperini. The quantity Y is defined by:
Y =
Z¯INIJdZ
J − ZINIJdZ¯J
Z¯INIJZJ
, (14)
where NIJ = Im (∂IFJ). The e’s are the beins of the special Ka¨hler metric Gij¯ , the ’s are the
five-dimensional N = 2 SUSY spinors and the Γµ’s are the usual Dirac matrices. The covariant
derivative D is given by D = dxµ
(
∂µ +
1
4ω
µˆνˆ
µ Γµˆνˆ
)
as usual, where the ω’s are the spin connections
and the hatted indices are frame indices in a flat tangent space. Finally, the stress tensor is:
Tµν = −1
2
(∂µσ) (∂νσ) +
1
4
gµν (∂ασ) (∂
ασ) + eσ 〈∂µΞ|Λ |∂νΞ〉 − 1
2
eσgµν 〈∂αΞ|Λ |∂αΞ〉
−1
2
e2σ [(∂µφ) + 〈Ξ | ∂µΞ〉] [(∂νφ) + 〈Ξ | ∂νΞ〉] + 1
4
e2σgµν [(∂αφ) + 〈Ξ | ∂αΞ〉] [(∂αφ) + 〈Ξ | ∂αΞ〉]
−Gij¯
(
∂µz
i
) (
∂νz
j¯
)
+
1
2
gµνGij¯
(
∂αz
i
) (
∂αzj¯
)
. (15)
The stress tensor can be considerably simplified by considering the vanishing of the hyperini
variations. Following the similar cases of [21], [22] (particularly the arguments leading to equation
15) and [23] (arguments leading to equation 35), the transformations (12) can be written in terms
of a two by two matrix M with Gamma matrix entries (in D = 5 the Gamma matrices are four by
four, hence in spinor space M is eight by eight) as δξi = M ij
j . Hence for δξi = 0 to be satisfied,
the determinant of M must vanish; leading to
dσ ∧ ?dσ + e2σ [dφ+ 〈Ξ | dΞ〉] ∧ ? [dφ+ 〈Ξ | dΞ〉] + 4eσ 〈V | dΞ〉 ∧ 〈V¯ ∣∣ ?dΞ〉 = 0. (16)
Similarly the vanishing of (13) leads to
Gij¯dz
i ∧ ?dzj¯ + eσGij¯ 〈Ui | dΞ〉 ∧
〈
Uj¯
∣∣ ?dΞ〉 = 0. (17)
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Taking (16) and (17) together with (3) gives:
eσ 〈dΞ|Λ∧ |?dΞ〉 =
1
2
dσ ∧ ?dσ + 1
2
e2σ [dφ+ 〈Ξ | dΞ〉] ∧ ? [dφ+ 〈Ξ | dΞ〉] + 2Gij¯dzi ∧ ?dzj¯ , (18)
where we have used 〈dΞ |
∧
?dΞ〉 = 0 as required by the reality of the axions. Using (18) in (15)
eliminates all terms involving σ, |Ξ〉 and φ, leaving the dynamics to depend only on the complex
structure moduli
(
zi, z i¯
)
:
Tµν = Gij¯
(
∂µz
i
) (
∂νz
j¯
)
− 1
2
gµνGij¯
(
∂αz
i
) (
∂αzj¯
)
. (19)
Now our aim is to construct a 3-brane that may be thought of as a flat Robertson-Walker
universe embedded in D = 5. In order to do so, we begin with the argument initiated in [10]. It
was shown therein that a metric of the form
ds2 = −e2α(t,y)dt2 + e2β(t,y) (dr2 + r2dΩ2)+ e2γ(t,y)dy2
where dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 (θ) dϕ2 (20)
is exactly the type needed for a consistent BPS cosmology (further explored in [24]). This metric
may be interpreted as representing a single 3-brane located at y = 0 in the transverse space. It may
also represent a stack of N branes located at various values of y = yI (I = 1, . . . , N ∈ Z) where the
warp functions α, β, and γ are rewritten such that y →
N∑
I=1
|y − yI |. Either way, we will focus, as
was similarly done in [8], on the four dimensional (t, r, θ, φ) dynamics of a single brane, effectively
evaluating the warp functions at a specific, but arbitrary, y value. This approach was shown to be
a consistent one in [25], where the authors called it the ‘thin brane’ approximation (also see [26]
and [27]); i.e. assuming the brane (or branes) in question to be infinitely thin compared to the
bulk. We assume that the warp functions are separable as follows:
eβ(t,y) = a (t)F (y)
eγ(t,y) = b (t)K (y)
eα(t,y) = c (t)N (y) . (21)
We then choose one of the possible infinite stack of branes, say the one at y = 0, evaluate the
6
functions F (y), K (y), and N (y) near it then normalize the results to unity, i.e. F (0) = 1 and
so on. One may wonder if there exist large y-dependent corrections that are being ignored here,
in which case further study is warranted. However, because of (21), the multi-variable differential
equations arising from Gµν = Tµν actually decouple into two sets of independent single variable
equations (t and y). As such the ignored y-dependence has no affect on our analysis (see section
III in [8] for more details).
It is our objective in this work to add in-brane matter content, i.e. our final stress tensor will
be (19) plus extra components such that the full stress tensor is Tµν = T
Moduli
µν + T
Brane
µν , where
TModuliµν is (19) and
TBraneµν = ρUµUν + p (gµν + UµUν) , (22)
i.e. the usual perfect fluid stress tensor. It is important to note that, as in e.g. [28], the terms
TBraneµν are added essentially “by hand,” for the purpose of studying how a ‘realistic’ model can
arise. We make no assumptions on the source of this content. In fact, it is unclear in the literature
how an action can be constructed that will give (22)2, it follows that it is also unclear how to couple
the density and pressure parameters ρ and p to the SUSY fermions. As such what we have here is
a deformation of what is essentially a supersymmetric model in the case of the vacuous brane [8]
and is thus not exactly supersymmetric. Fixing this problem requires the inclusion of the brane’s
matter content in the action of the theory and deriving a new set of variation equations with extra
terms. This is a major endeavor that deserves a separate study (or more likely studies). For now
we treat our approach as supersymmetric only to first order.
Finally, preserving the homogeneity and isotropy of the brane requires c (t) = 1. We then end
up with the Robertson-Walker like metric:
ds2 = −dt2 + a2 (t) (dr2 + r2dΩ2)+ b2 (t) dy2, (23)
where a (t) is the usual Robertson-Walker scale factor, and b (t) is a possible scale factor for the
transverse dimension y. A similar argument can also be applied to the hypermultiplet bulk fields;
effectively only studying their time dependence. In [8] we studied this for an ‘empty’ brane-world.
In this paper we extend the analysis to two separate cases:
2See [29] and references within for various attempts to do so
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II.1 A dust-filled brane
This is accounted for by
TBranett = ρ (t) =
ρ0
a3
(24)
where ρ (t) is the density of the dust proportional to the inverse cube of a as usual, and ρ0 is some
arbitrary constant. Analysis shows that the value of this constant does not change the physical
behavior of the solution3, we then normalize it to unity without any loss of generality. We find
that the Einstein equations reduce to the Friedmann-like form
3
[(
a˙
a
)2
+
(
a˙
a
)(
b˙
b
)]
= Gij¯ z˙
iz˙j¯ +
1
a3
2
a¨
a
+
(
a˙
a
)2
+
b¨
b
+ 2
(
a˙
a
)(
b˙
b
)
= −Gij¯ z˙iz˙j¯
3
[
a¨
a
+
(
a˙
a
)2]
= −Gij¯ z˙iz˙j¯ , (25)
where an over-dot represents a derivative with respect to t. The quantity Gij¯ z˙
iz˙j¯ plays an important
role in the solution since it seems to act as the source of the dynamics of the brane. It’s interpreted
as the norm of the moduli’s flow velocity. As we will see, this norm is not positive-definite; in fact
it has a negative value for all times in most of the cases considered. Analysis of the field equations
(7), (9), and (10) (continuing from [8]) leads to the following results: For the dilaton:
σ¨ = −1
2
σ˙2 +
e
2
−2σ
k˙2 + 6
[
a¨
a
+
(
a˙
a
)2]
(26)
where k (t) is a harmonic function; i.e. satisfies
∆k = k¨ +
[
3
(
a˙
a
)
+
(
b˙
b
)]
k˙ = 0. (27)
Using the hyperini transformations (12) and (13) with the assumption 1 = ±2 we find the
3It only just scales it.
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following for the axions:
φ˙+
〈
Ξ
∣∣∣ Ξ˙〉 = ne−2σk˙ (28)∣∣∣Ξ˙〉 = e−2σRe [(ne−σk˙ − iσ˙) |V 〉+ 2iz˙i |Ui〉] (29)
|Ξ〉 k˙ = e−σ2Re
[(
σ˙ + ie−σk˙
)
|V 〉+ 2z˙i |Ui〉
]
, (30)
where n is an arbitrary real constant which we just set to unity. Using (29) and (30) together we
find 〈
Ξ
∣∣∣ Ξ˙〉 = e−σ
2k˙
(
e−2σk˙2 + σ˙2 + 4Gij¯ z˙
iz˙j¯
)
, (31)
which leads to
φ˙ = e−2σk˙ − e
−σ
2k˙
[
e−2σk˙2 + σ˙2 − 12
(
a¨
a
+
a˙2
a2
)]
. (32)
Finally, while again using the assumption 1 = ±2, the vanishing of the gravitini equations
(11) gives the following for the spinors
 (t) = e
σ
2
+ 3
4
inΩk−Υˆ, (33)
where ˆ is an arbitrary constant spinor and the functions Υ and Ω are solutions of Υ˙ = Y and
d
dt
(Ωk) = e−σk˙ (34)
respectively. The equations derived here are much too complicated to solve analytically. We then
present a numerical solution for the time dependence of the quantities involved.
II.2 A radiation-filled brane
This case is accounted for by considering a radiation-like perfect fluid in the brane; i.e.
TBranett = ρ (t) =
1
a4
TBranerr = a
2p (t) , TBraneθθ = a
2r2p (t) , TBraneϕϕ = a
2r2 sin2 θp (t) , (35)
9
where p (t) is the pressure of the fluid related to the density via the equation of state
p =
1
3
ρ =
1
3a4
. (36)
This leads to the Friedmann-like equations:
3
[(
a˙
a
)2
+
(
a˙
a
)(
b˙
b
)]
= Gij¯ z˙
iz˙j¯ +
1
a4
2
a¨
a
+
(
a˙
a
)2
+
b¨
b
+ 2
(
a˙
a
)(
b˙
b
)
= −Gij¯ z˙iz˙j¯ −
1
3a4
3
[
a¨
a
+
(
a˙
a
)2]
= −Gij¯ z˙iz˙j¯ . (37)
The remaining field equations are the same as in (26), (27), (31), (32) and (34).
III Numerical results and discussion
Employing the computer’s numerical capabilities4, we solve the given equations for the scale factors
a and b. We also find Gij¯ z˙
iz˙j¯ and note that all three quantities are clearly related; confirming [8].
In fact this work takes this relation further than was found in the previous work; wherein the form
of a had to be assumed to fit the assumption of an expanding universe. In our case we find all three
results without having to make assumptions about any of them, and show that the expansion of the
brane-world is inevitable in the presence of decaying moduli. The fact that we find this without
any imposed assumptions is ascribed to the presence of the constraints (24) and (35). However,
further understanding of a possible underlying mechanism is not possible herein and is left for future
studies. To complete the picture, we also solve for k, σ, φ,
〈
Ξ
∣∣∣ Ξ˙〉, as well as Ω. We do so for
only the first initial condition. The fields’ solutions for the other initial conditions are very similar
and present no further insight. Clearly we do not, and in fact cannot, have a complete solution
because the field equations for the moduli themselves cannot be solved without explicit knowledge
of a metric on the Calabi-Yau submanifold and its exact topology. In fact, we take this work to
be one step closer to a possible deeper understanding of these topics; namely what the Calabi-
Yau submanifold exactly looks like. Finally, let’s note that because of the nature of numerical
4In the MathematicaR© platform.
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analysis, we find and present all results using a variety of initial conditions, some of which pertain
to the possible use of this result to model our universe (i.e. a big bang-like singularity as an initial
condition), while the remaining ones are given for completeness and additional confirmation of the
causal relation between the moduli and the scale factors.
The initial conditions are
IC Set Number a b a˙ b˙ Description
1 0 0 0 0 Big bang-like IC with vanishing initial velocities
2 1 0 1 0 Non-singular IC with vanishing initial velocities
3 0 1 0 1 Big bang-like IC with initial positive velocities
4 1 1 1 1 Non-singular IC with initial positive velocities
5 1 -0.2 1 -0.2 Non-singular IC with initial negative velocities
6 0 0 1 0 Initial singularity in a only with vanishing initial velocities
Table 1: The six sets of initial conditions (IC) used in the computations
III.1 The dust-filled brane
For the first five initial conditions we find that b ∝ a up to an arbitrary scaling constant deter-
mined by the initial conditions. As such and without loss of generality we choose a scale of unity.
Consequently a, b, and their derivatives exactly coincide in the dust plots of IC1 through IC5. In
the sixth case different initial conditions are chosen for a and b, and thus they no longer coincide.
In most solutions in this subsection the norm Gij¯ z˙
iz˙j¯ is negative; except IC4 (Fig. 5a). We plot
its absolute value only for ease of reference.
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Figure 1: Dust-filled brane world with initial conditions set number 1.
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Figure 2: Dust-filled brane world with initial conditions set number 1 (continued).
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Figure 3: Dust-filled brane world with initial conditions set number 2.
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Figure 4: Dust-filled brane world with initial conditions set number 3.
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Figure 5: Dust-filled brane world with initial conditions set number 4.
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Figure 6: Dust-filled brane world with initial conditions set number 5 .
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Figure 7: Dust-filled brane world with initial conditions set number 6.
Comparing the graphs for the various initial conditions we conclude the following: It is clear
that the behavior of the scaling factors a and b is directly related to the moduli. The norm Gij¯ z˙
iz˙j¯
always starts at a large value then decays. Even when it increases a bit as in IC5 (Fig. 6a) it then
peaks and decays. As a consequence the brane inevitably expands; even when given contracting
initial conditions (IC5). The larger the norm’s initial value the smaller the starting size of the
brane. The norm asymptotes to zero as the brane settles in its expected negative acceleration
after an initial short phase of rapid accelerated expansion in most cases (except IC4). This last is
particularly suggestive if one considers it in cosmological terms; as it implies an early and short
inflationary epoch that coincides with the initial dynamics of the hypermultiplet fields. The next
layer of initial conditions belongs to the harmonic function k; for which we have chosen positive,
negative and zero initial velocities. The vanishing initial velocity case leads to a vanishing k for
all times, which is problematic for φ, φ˙ and
〈
Ξ
∣∣∣ Ξ˙〉 and thus we take as trivial, while the positive
and negative values lead to a well-defined behavior for the φ, φ˙ and
〈
Ξ
∣∣∣ Ξ˙〉 fields. For most initial
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conditions k expands rapidly then asymptotes to a constant value which leads to a similar behavior
for φ, φ˙ and
〈
Ξ
∣∣∣ Ξ˙〉. The dilaton σ (with initial conditions σ = σ˙ = 0 at t = 0) and its field
strength σ˙ do not seem to be sensitive to the k initial conditions and neither does the function Ω.
In short we conclude that an initial phase of large moduli decay coincides with a rapid change in
the rest of the hypermultiplet fields; leading to inflation. While the large t behavior for all fields
is a Friedmann-like negatively accelerated expansion, and vanishing hypermultiplet field strengths.
If we consider our own universe as such a brane, then all of this certainly makes perfect sense.
III.2 The radiation-filled brane
Once again for the majority of the solutions in this subsection the norm Gij¯ z˙
iz˙j¯ is negative for all
times and we plot its absolute value, except for IC4 where it is positive from the start.
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Figure 8: Radiation-filled brane world with initial conditions set number 1.
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Figure 9: Radiation-filled brane world with initial conditions set number 1 (continued).
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Figure 10: Radiation-filled brane world with initial conditions set number 2.
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Figure 11: Radiation-filled brane world with initial conditions set number 3.
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Figure 12: Radiation-filled brane world with initial conditions set number 4.
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Figure 13: Radiation-filled brane world with initial conditions set number 5.
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Figure 14: Radiation-filled brane world with initial conditions set number 6 .
The first thing we notice in this solution is that the bulk’s scale factor b does not match the
brane’s scale factor a as it generally did for the dust case, even when they have the same initial
conditions. It either stays constant at its initial value, or quickly asymptotes to some specific
number. Comparing with the dust case, it is also clear that a expands faster for the radiation filled
brane, which is expected. It is also obvious here that the norm Gij¯ z˙
iz˙j¯ is more strongly coupled to
a than it is to b. The behavior of the remaining fields is very similar to the dust case, albeit with
different rates of change.
IV Conclusion and future work
In this paper we constructed two 3-branes embedded in the D = 5 spacetime of ungauged N = 2
supergravity theory with bulk hypermultiplets; one filled with dust and another with radiation. We
studied the solutions numerically under six different sets of initial conditions, three of which may
be viewed as representative of big bang/initial singularity-like conditions. In previous work [8] it
was shown that the velocity norm Gij¯ z˙
iz˙j¯ of the Calabi-Yau’s complex structure moduli is directly
related to the scale factor of the brane. The equations in [8] seem to have not been restricted
enough though, in other words had too many degrees of freedom, hence no specific solution could
have been found without additional assumptions. The best one could have done therein was to
assume a form for the moduli, which could have been anything, and see how it relates to the brane
dynamics.
In this work however, the addition of the TBraneµν terms seems to have constrained the field
equations enough so as to yield solutions that have very clear and recurrent properties irrespective
of the initial conditions. In other words no assumptions have been made to find these results,
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and the fact that they seem to correlate to our observable universe is astonishing. The two major
conclusions are as follows: The moduli’s norm starts large and quickly decays to zero, ‘causing’ the
expansion of the brane. This is consistent with arguments that our universe’s big bang must have
produced large, but unstable, quantities of moduli that decayed very quickly [11, 30]. Apparently,
if one takes our results from a cosmological perspective, these early unstable moduli cause the
expansion of the brane. In fact this is even clearer in cases where the initial conditions were
chosen for a collapsing brane. One sees that the collapse is temporary, immediately reversing to an
expansion. Secondly, most solutions have an early, and very short, period of positive acceleration
for the brane’s scale factor. From a cosmological perspective it appears that inflation is induced
without the need for in-brane fields. In short: If our universe is a 3-brane embedded in a higher
dimensional bulk with an early strong presence of hypermultiplet fields, its expansion from an initial
singularity may have been caused by the decay of said fields, particularly the complex structure
moduli. The moduli may have even acted as an inflationary agent, completely consistent with
modern inflationary theory.
Have we stumbled on a model for the initial cause of the ‘creation’ of the universe, as well as its
inflationary period? If that is the case we report on these results in this work, however we make no
hypothesis on the underlying mechanism. Clearly numerical analysis is not sufficient to answer this
particular question, and analytical work is required. Already work is underway in this direction.
Finally, we note that it seems that the remaining hypermultiplet field strengths exhibit interesting
early time behavior, but mostly vanish asymptotically at later times. Taking this together with
the behavior of the bulk’s scale factor in the radiation case, this seem to imply that the bulk itself
may have an upper limit on its size. Does that mean that the bulk dependence, which we ignored
here, is constrained by the dynamics we found? Once again no assumptions are made concerning
this issue, leaving its investigation for future work.
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